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1.  Introduction 
 
One of important and basic topics in the general topology and several branches of 
mathematics, which have been researched by many authors, is continuity of functions.           
In recent years, Ekici [10] studied the notion of almost contra-precontinuous functions 
and Jafari and Noiri [12] introduced contra-precontinuous functions.  The purpose of         
this paper is to study -)pre,( s−δ continuous functions and to obtain several 
characterizations and properties of -)pre,( s−δ continuous functions.  Moreover, the 
relationships between -)pre,( s−δ continuous functions and graphs are also investigated. 
 
 
2.  Preliminaries 
 
In this paper, spaces ),( τX  and ),( υY  (or simply X and Y) always mean topological 
spaces on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated.  Let A be a 
subset of a space X.  For a subset A of ,),( τX  )(Acl  and )(int A  represent the closure 
of A  with respect to  τ  and the interior of A with respect to ,τ  respectively.  

A subset A of a space X is said to be regular open (respectively regular closed)               
if ))((int AclA = (respectively )))(int( AclA =  [26].  The family of all regular open 
(respectively regular closed) sets of  X is denoted by )(XRO  (respectively )(XRC ).  We 
put }:)({),( UxXROUxXRO ∈∈=  and .}:)({),( FxXRCFxXRC ∈∈=  
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The δ-interior [28] of a subset A of X is the union of all regular open sets of X 
contained in A is denoted by .)int(A−δ   A subset A is called δ-open [28] if 

,)(int- AA δ=  i.e., a set is δ-open if it is the union of regular open sets.  The 
complement of δ-open set is called δ-closed.  Alternatively, a set A of ),( τX  is called        
δ-closed [28] if ,)(AclA −= δ  where ,))((int:{)( ∅≠∩∈=− UclAXxAlcδ  

τ∈U  and .}Ux ∈  
A subset A of a space X is said to be preopen [17] (resp. δ-preopen [21]) if 

))((int AclA ⊂  (resp. .)))((int AclA −⊂ δ  The family of all preopen (resp. δ-preopen) 
sets of X containing a point Xx ∈  is denoted by ),( xXPO  (resp. .)),( xXPOδ  

The complement of a preopen set is said to be preclosed [9].  
A subset A is said to be semi-open [15] if .))int(( AclA ⊂  The complement of a 

semi-open set is called semi-closed [4].  The intersection of all semi-closed sets 
containing A is called the semi-closure [4] of A and is denoted by .)(Acls −                        
The semi-interior of A is defined by the union of all semi-open sets contained in A and is 
denoted by ).int(As −   The family of all semi-open sets of X is denoted by .)(XSO                
We set  .)}(:{),( XSOUxUxXSO ∈∈=   

The complement of a δ-preopen set is said to be δ-preclosed.  The intersection of all 
δ-preclosed sets of X containing A is called the δ-preclosure [21] of A and is denoted by 

.)(Apcl−δ   The union of all δ-preopen sets of X contained A is called δ-preinterior of         
A and is denoted by )(pint A−δ [21].  A subset U of X is called a δ-preneighborhood [21] 
of a point Xx ∈  if there exists a δ-preopen set V such that .UVx ⊂∈   Note that               

))(int()( AclAApcl −∪=− δδ  and .(A))(intA(A)pint cl−∩=− δδ   
A point Xx ∈  is said to be a θ-semi-cluster point [13] of a subset A of X if 

∅≠∩ AUcl )(  for every .),( xXSOU ∈   The set of all θ-semi-cluster points of A          
is called the θ-semi-clusure of A and is denoted by .)(Acls −−θ   A subset A is called               
θ-semi-closed [13] if .)(AclsA −−= θ  The complement of a θ-semi-closed set is 
called θ-semi-open.  

The family of all δ-open (resp. δ-preopen, δ-preclosed) sets of X containing                   
a point Xx ∈  is denoted by ),( xXOδ  (resp. ,),( xXPOδ ,)),( xXPCδ                           
i.e., }:)({),( UxXOUxXO ∈∈= δδ  (respectively ),( xXPOδ )({ XPOU δ∈=  

,}: Ux ∈  .)}:)({),( FxXPCFxXPC ∈∈= δδ   
The family of all δ-open (resp. δ-preopen, δ-preclosed) sets of X is denoted by 

)(XOδ  (resp. ,)(XPOδ  .))(XPCδ   
 
Definition 1.   A function  YXf →:  is said to be 

(1)  perfectly continuous [18]  if  )(1 Vf −  is clopen in X for every open set V of Y, 
(2)  contra-continuous [5]  if )(1 Vf −  is closed in X  for every open set V of Y, 
(3)  regular set-connected [6]  if  )(1 Vf −  is clopen in X  for every ,)(YROV ∈  
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(4)  s-continuous [3]  if for each Xx ∈  and each ,))(,( xfYSOV ∈  there exists an 
open set U in X containing x such that ,)( VUf ⊂   

(5)  almost s-continuous [20] if  for each Xx ∈  and each ,))(,( xfYSOV ∈  there 
exists an open set U in X containing x such that  ,)()( VclsUf −⊂  

(6)  contra-precontinuous [12]  if )()(1 XPCVf ∈−  for each open set V of Y, 
(7)  almost contra-precontinuous [10]  if )()(1 XPCVf ∈−  for each .)(YROV ∈  
 
 
3.  (δ − pre, s)  - continuous functions 
 
In this section, the notion of -)pre,( s−δ continuous functions is introduced and 
characterizations and some properties of -)pre,( s−δ continuous functions are 
investigated.  
 
Definition 2.  A function YXf →:  is called 
 
(1)  -),( spre−δ continuous at a point Xx ∈  if for each ,))(( xfYSOV ∈  there exists   

a  δ-preopen set U in X containing x such that  ,)()( VclUf ⊂  

(2)  -),( spre−δ continuous if it has this property at each point of X. 
 
Theorem 1.  The following are equivalent for a function :: YXf →  
 
(1)  f  is -),( spre−δ continuous; 

(2)  )))((int(p)( 11 VclfVf −− −⊂ δ  for every ;)(YSOV ∈   

(3)  the inverse image of a regular closed set of  Y is δ-preopen; 
(4)  the inverse image of a regular open set of  Y is δ-preclosed; 
(5)  the inverse image of a θ-semi-open set of  Y is δ-preopen; 
(6) )))((int(1 Gclf −  is δ-preclosed for every open subset G of Y; 

(7) )))(int((1 Fclf − is δ-preopen for every closed subset F of Y. 
 
Proof. (1)⇒(2): Let )(YSOV ∈  and .)(1 Vfx −∈   Then .)( Vxf ∈   Since f is            

-)pre,( s−δ continuous, there exists a δ-preopen set U in X containing x such                             
that .)()( VclUf ⊂  It follows that .))((1 VclfUx −⊂∈  Hence −∈ δx   

.)))(((pint 1 Vclf −   We have .)))(((pint)( 11 VclfVf −− −⊂ δ  
(2)⇒(3):  Let F be any regular closed set of Y.  Since ,)(YSOF ∈  then by (2), it 
follows that .))((pint)( 11 FfFf −− −⊂ δ   This shows that  )(1 Ff −  is  δ-preopen in X. 
(3)⇔(4):  This is obvious. 
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(3)⇒(5):  This follows from the fact that any θ-semi-open set is a union of regular 
closed sets. 
(5)⇒(1):  Let Xx ∈  and .)(YSOV ∈   Since )(Vcl  is θ-semi-open in Y, by (5) there     
exists a δ-preopen set U in X containing x such that .))((1 VclfUx −⊂∈   Hence 

.)()( VclUf ⊂   This show that  f  is -)pre,-( sδ continuous. 
(4) ⇔ (6):  Let G be an open subset of Y.  Since ))(int( Gcl  is regular open, then by (4),      
it follows that )))(int((1 Gclf −  is δ-preclosed. 
The converse can be shown easily. 
(3) ⇔ (7):   It can be obtained similar as (4) ⇔ (6). 
 
Remark 1.   The following diagram holds: 
 

perfectly continuous ⇒ contra-continuous ⇒ contra-precontinuous 
⇓    ⇓ 

regular set-connected  ⇒  almost contra-
precontinuous 

⇑    ⇓ 
almost s-continuous    -)pre,( s−δ continuous 

⇑     
s-continuous     

 
None of these implications is reversible. 
 
Example 1.   Let R be the set of real numbers and τ  be the countable extension 
topology on R, i.e., the topology with subbase 21 ττ ∪  where 1τ  is the Euclidean 
topology of R and 2τ  is the topology of countable complements of R and σ  be the 
discrete topology of R.  Define a function ),(),(: στ RRf →  as follows: 
 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
.irrational is  if ,   2

rational, is  if ,   1
)(

x
x

xf  

 
Then  f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous but not almost contra-precontinuous, since {1} is 

regular closed in ),( σR  and Qf =− })1({1  where Q is the set of rationals is not preopen 
in .),( τR  
 

The other implications are not reversible as shown in [6, 7, 10, 12, 20]. 
 
Definition 3.  Let ),( τX  be a topological space.  The collection of all regular open sets 
forms a base for a topology .*τ   It is called the semiregularization. 
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In case when ,*ττ =  the space ),( τX  is called semi-regular [26].  
 
Theorem 2.  Let YXf →:  be a function from a semi-regular topological space 

),( τX  to a topological space .),( vY   f  is -),( spre−δ continuous if and only if  f  is 
almost contra-precontinuous.  
 
Proof.    Obvious. 
 
Definition 4.  A space is said to be ∑P  [29] or strongly s-regular [11] if for any open 
set V of X and each ,Vx ∈  there exists ),( xXRCF ∈  such that .VFx ⊂∈  
 
Definition 5.  A function YXf →:  is said to be δ-almost continuous [21]  if )(1 Vf −  
is δ-preopen in X  for every open set V in Y. 
 
Theorem 3.  Let ),(),(: στ YXf →  be a function.  Then, if  f  is -),( spre−δ  

continuous and Y  is ,∑P  then  f  is δ-almost continuous. 
 
Proof.  Let V be any open set of Y.  Since Y is ,∑P  there exists a subfamily Ψ  of 

)(YRC  such that .}:{ Ψ∈∪= FFV   Since f  is -),( spre−δ continuous, )(1 Ff −  is               
δ-preopen in X for each Ψ∈F  and )(1 Vf −  is δ-preopen in X.  Therefore,  f  is                    
δ-almost continuous. 
 
Definition 6.  A space is said to be weakly ∑P  [19]  if for any )(XROV ∈  and each 

,Vx ∈  there exists ),( xXRCF ∈  such that .VFx ⊂∈  
 
Definition 7.  A function YXf →:  is said to be almost δ-precontinuous if  )(1 Vf −  
δ-preopen in X  for every .)(YROV ∈  
 
Theorem 4.  Let  ),(),(: στ YXf →  be a -),( spre−δ continuous function.  If Y          
is weakly ,∑P  then  f  is almost δ-precontinuous. 
 
Proof.  Let V be any regular open set of Y.  Since Y is weakly ,∑P  there exists a 
subfamily Ψ  of )(YRC  such that .}:{ Ψ∈∪= FFV   Since f  is -)pre,( s−δ  

continuous, )(1 Ff −  is δ-preopen in X for each Ψ∈F  and )(1 Vf −  is δ-preopen in X.  
Hence,  f  is almost δ-precontinuous. 
 
Theorem 5.  Let YXf →:  be a function and let YXXg ×→: be the                  
graph function of  f, defined by ))(,()( xfxxg =  for every .Xx ∈  If  g  is -),( spre−δ  

continuous, then f  is  -),( spre−δ continuous. 
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Proof. Let ,)(YRCF ∈  then ))(int())(int( XclFclXFX =×=× ))(int(Fcl×  
.))(int( FXcl ×=   Therefore, .)( YXRCFX ×∈×   It follows from Theorem 1 that 

.)()()( 11 XPOFXgFf δ∈×= −−   Thus,  f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous. 
 
Lemma 1.  Let A and 0X  be subsets of a space .),( τX   If )(XPOA δ∈  and 

,)(0 XOX δ∈  then )( 00 XPOXA δ∈∩  [21]. 
 
Lemma 2.  Let .0 XXA ⊂⊂  If )(0 XOX δ∈  and ,)( 0XPOA δ∈  then 

)(XPOA δ∈  [21]. 
 
Theorem 6.  If  YXf →:  is a -),( spre−δ continuous function and A is any          
δ-open subset of X, then the restriction YAf A →:   is  -),-( spreδ continuous. 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YRCF ∈  Then, by Theorem 1, .)()(1 XPOFf δ∈−   Since A is              

δ-open in X, it follows from Lemma 1 that .)()()()( 11 APOFfAFAf δ∈∩= −−  

Therefore, Af  is a  -)pre,( s−δ continuous function. 
 
Theorem 7.  Let YXf →:  be a function and }:{ IU ∈αα  be a δ-open cover           
of X.  If for each ,I∈α  αUf  is -),( spre−δ continuous, then YXf →:  is a 

-),( spre−δ  continuous function. 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YRCV ∈  Since αUf is -)pre,( s−δ continuous for each                     

,I∈α  ).()()( 1
αα δ UPOVf U ∈−   Since ,)(XOU δα ∈  by the Lemma 2, 

)()()( 1 XPOVf U δα ∈−  for each .I∈α   Then IVf ∈
− ∪= α)(1 ])()([ 1 Vf U

−
α   

.)(XPOδ∈   This gives  f  is a  -)pre,( s−δ continuous function. 
 
Definition 8.  A filter base Λ  is said to be δ-preconvergent (resp. rc-convergent) to a 
point x in X if for any )(XPOU δ∈  containing x (resp. )(XRCU ∈ containing x), 
there exists a Λ∈B  such that .UB ⊂  
 
Theorem 8.  If a function YXf →:  is -),( spre−δ continuous, then for each    
point Xx ∈  and each filter base Λ in X which is δ-preconvergent to x, the filter 
base )(Λf  is rc-convergent to ).(xf  
 
Proof.  Let Xx ∈  and Λ  be any filter base in X  which is δ-preconvergent to x.           
Since f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous, then for any )(YRCV ∈  containing ,)(xf  there 
exists )(XPOU δ∈  containing  x  such that .)( VUf ⊂   Since Λ  is δ-preconvergent  
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to x, there exists a Λ∈B  such that .UB ⊂   This means that VBf ⊂)(  and therefore 
the filter base )(Λf  is rc-convergent to ).(xf  
 
Theorem 9.  Let YXf →:  be a function and .Xx ∈   If there exists )(XOU δ∈  
such that Ux ∈   and the restriction of  f  to U is a -),( spre−δ continuous function at 
x, then f  is -),( spre−δ continuous at x. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that )(YSOF ∈  containing .)(xf   Since Uf is -)pre,( s−δ  

continuous at x, there exists )(UPOV δ∈  containing x such that 
).())(()( FclVfVf U ⊂=    Since )(XOU δ∈  containing x, it follows from Lemma 2 

that )(XPOV δ∈  containing x.  This shows clearly that  f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous         
at  x. 
 
Definition 9.  A  function YXf →:  is said to be 
 
(1)  θ-irresolute [14] if for each Xx ∈  and each ,))(,( xfYSOV ∈  there exists 

),( xXSOU ∈  such that ,)())(( VclUclf ⊂  

(2)  δ-preirresolute if for each Xx ∈  and each ,))(,( xfYPOV δ∈  there exists a             
δ-preopen set U in X containing x such that .)( VUf ⊂  

 
Theorem 10.  Let YXf →:  and ZYg →:  be functions.  Then, the following 
properties hold: 
 
(1)  If  f  is δ-preirresolute and g is -),( spre−δ continuous, then ZXfg →:ο  is 

-),( spre−δ continuous. 

(2) If f is -),( spre−δ continuous and g is θ-irresolute, then ZXfg →:ο  is 
-),( spre−δ continuous. 

 
Proof.  (1) Let Xx ∈  and .)))((,( xfgZSOW ο∈   Since g is -)pre,( s−δ  

continuous, a δ-preopen set V in Y containing )(xf  such that ).()( WclVg ⊂   Since f  is                             
δ-preirresolute, there exists a δ-preopen set U in X containing x such that .)( VUf ⊂   
This shows that ).())(( WclUfg ⊂ο   Therefore, fg ο  is -)pre,-( sδ continuous. 
(2) Let Xx ∈  and .)))((,( xfgZSOW ο∈  Since g is θ -irresolute, there exists 

))(,( xfYSOV ∈  such that ).())(( WclVclg ⊂   Since f is -)pre,( s−δ continuous, there 
exists a δ-preopen set U in X containing x such that ).()( VclUf ⊂  Hence 

).())(( WclUfg ⊂ο   This shows that fg ο  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous. 
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Definition 10.  A function YXf →:  is called δ-preopen if image of each δ-preopen 
set is δ-preopen. 
 
Theorem 11.  If YXf →:  is a surjective δ-preopen function and ZYg →:  is a 
function such that ZXfg →:ο  is -),( spre−δ continuous, then g is -),( spre−δ  

continuous. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that x and y are two points in X and Y, respectively, such that 

.)( yxf =   Let )).)((,( xfgZSOV ο∈   Then there exists a δ-preopen set U in X 
containing x such that ).())(( VclUfg ⊂   Since f  is δ-preopen, )(Uf  is a δ-preopen set 
in Y containing y such that ).())(( VclUfg ⊂   This implies that g is -)pre,( s−δ  

continuous. 
 
Corollary 1.  Let YXf →:  be a surjective δ-preirresolute and δ-preopen function 
and let  ZYg →:  be a function.  Then, ZXfg →:ο  is -),( spre−δ continuous if 
and only if  g  is -),( spre−δ continuous. 
 
Proof.  It can be obtained from Theorem 10 and Theorem 11. 
 
Definition 11.  A function YXf →:  is called weakly -),( spre−δ continuous if for 
each Xx ∈  and each ,))(,( xfYSOV ∈  there exists a δ-preopen set U in X containing 
x  such that  .)())(int( VclUf ⊂  
 
Definition 12.  A function YXf →:  is called δ-pre-semi-open if image of each             
δ-preopen set is semi-open. 
 
Theorem 12.  If a function YXf →:  is weakly -),( spre−δ continuous and            
δ-pre-semi-open, then  f  is -),( spre−δ continuous. 
 
Proof.  Let Xx ∈  and .))(,( xfYSOV ∈   Since  f  is weakly -)pre,( s−δ continuous, 
there exists a δ-preopen set U  in X containing x such that .)())(int( VclUf ⊂   Since  f   
is δ-pre-semi-open, )()( YSOUf ∈  and ).()))((int()( VclUfclUf ⊂⊂   This shows 
that  f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous. 
 
Definition 13.  A space X is said to be 
 
(1)  s-Urysohn [2] if for each pair of distinct points x and y in X, there exist 

),( xXSOU ∈  and ),( yXSOV ∈  such that ,)()( ∅=∩ VclUcl  

(2)  weakly Hausdorff  [24]  if each element of  X is an intersection of regular closed sets, 
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(3) δ-pre-Hausdorff if for each pair of distinct points x and y in X, there exist 
),( xXPOU δ∈  and ),( yXPOV δ∈  such that ,∅=∩ VU  

(4)  1-- Tpreδ  if  for each pair of distinct points in X, there exist δ-preopen sets U and V 
containing x and y, respectively, such that Uy ∉  and .Vx ∉  

 
Remark 2.  The following implications are hold for a topological space X: 
 
(1)  ,-pre- 11 TT δ⇒  

(2)  .-pre- 22 TT δ⇒  
 
None of these implications is reversible. 
 
Example 2.  Let },,{ cbaX =  with the topology .}},{,}{,,{ cbaX ∅=τ  Then 

),( τX  is 2-pre- Tδ  but not .1T  
 
Lemma 3.  Let A be a subset of a space ).,( τx   Then )(XPOA δ∈  if and only if 

)(XPOUA δ∈∩  for each regular open (δ-open) set U of  X [21]. 
 
Definition 14.  A function YXf →:  is called strongly -),( sθ continuous if for each 

Xx ∈  and each )),(,( xfYSOV ∈  there exists a regular open set U in X containing             
x such that .)()( VclUf ⊂  
 
Theorem 13.  If YXf →:  is strongly -),( sθ continuous, YXg →:  is 

-),( spre−δ  continuous and Y  is s-Urysohn, then )}()(:{ xgxfXxE =∈=  is δ-
preclosed in X. 
 
Proof.  If ,\ EXx ∈  then it follows that .)()( xgxf ≠   Since Y is s-Urysohn,               
there exist ))(,( xfYSOV ∈  and ))(,( xgYSOW ∈  such that .)()( ∅=∩ WclVcl   
Since f  is strongly -),( sθ continuous and g is -)pre,( s−δ continuous, there exist a 
regular open set U containing x and a δ-preopen set G containing x such that 

)()( VclUf ⊂  and ).()( WclGg ⊂   Set .GUO ∩=  By the previous lemma, O is              
δ-preopen in X.  Therefore ∅=∩ )()( OgOf  and it follows that ).(- Epclx δ∉   This 
shows that E is  δ-preclosed in X. 
 
Theorem 14.  If f is a -),( spre−δ continuous injection and Y is s-Urysohn, then X is             
δ-pre-Hausdorff. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is s-Urysohn.  By the injectivity of f, it follows that 

)()( yfxf ≠  for any distinct points x and y in X.  Since Y is s-Urysohn, there exist 
))(,( xfYSOV ∈  and ))(,( yfYSOW ∈ such that .)()( ∅=∩ WclVcl   Since f is a          
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-)pre,( s−δ continuous, there exist δ-preopen sets U and G in X containing x and y, 
respectively, such that )()( VclUf ⊂  and ).()( WclGf ⊂   Hence .∅=∩ GU   This 
shows that X  is δ-pre-Hausdorff. 
 
Theorem 15.  If  f  is a -),( spre−δ continuous injection and Y is weakly Hausdorff,             
then X  is .-- 1Tpreδ   
 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is weakly Hausdorff.  For any distinct points x and y in X,           
there exist V, )(YRCW ∈  such that ,)( Vxf ∈  ,)( Vyf ∉  Wxf ∉)(  and .)( Wyf ∈   
Since f  is -),( spre−δ continuous, by Theorem 1, )(1 Vf −  and )(1 Wf −  are δ-preopen 
subsets of X such that ),(1 Vfx −∈  ),(1 Vfy −∉   )(1 Wfx −∉  and ).(1 Wfy −∈            
This shows that X  is 1-pre- Tδ . 
 
 
4.  Relationships 
 
In this section, several relationships of -)pre,( s−δ continuity are investigated. 
 
Definition 15.  A space X said to be 
 
(1)  δ-pre-compact if every δ-preopen cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(2)  countably δ-pre-compact if every countable cover of X by δ-preopen sets has a finite 
subcover. 

(3)  δ-pre-Lindelof if every δ-preopen cover of X has a countable subcover. 

(4)  S-closed [27] if every regular closed cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(5)  countably S-closed [1] if every countable cover of X by regular closed sets has a 
finite subcover. 

(6)  S-Lindelof [16] if every cover of X by regular closed sets has a countable subcover. 
 

Theorem 16.  Let YXf →:  be a -),( spre−δ continuous surjection. Then the 
following statements hold: 
 
(1)  if X is δ-pre-compact, then Y is S-closed. 

(2)  if X is δ-pre-Lindelof, then Y is S-Lindelof. 

(3)  if X is countably δ-pre-compact, then Y is countably S-closed. 
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Proof.  Let }:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular closed cover of Y.  Since f is 
-)pre,( s−δ continuous, then }:)({ 1 IVf ∈− αα  is a δ-preopen cover of X and hence 

there exists a finite subset 0I  of  I such that .}:)({ 0
1 IVfX ∈∪= − αα   Therefore, we 

have }:{ 0IVY ∈∪= αα  and Y is S-closed. 
The proofs of (2) and (3) can be obtained similarly. 
 
Definition 16.  A space X said to be 
 
(1)  δ-preclosed-compact if every δ-preclosed cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(2)  countably δ-preclosed-compact if every countable cover of X by δ-preclosed sets has 
a finite subcover. 

(3) δ-preclosed-Lindelof if every cover of X by δ-preclosed sets has a countable 
subcover. 

(4)  nearly compact [22] if every regular open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

(5)  nearly countably compact [8, 23] if every countable cover of X by regular open sets 
has a finite subcover. 

(6)  nearly Lindelof if every cover of X by regular open sets has a countable subcover. 
 

Theorem 17.  Let YXf →:  be a -),( spre−δ continuous surjection. Then the 
following statements hold: 
 
(1)  if X is δ-preclosed-compact, then Y is nearly compact. 

(2)  if X is δ-preclosed-Lindelof, then Y is nearly Lindelof. 

(3)  if X is countably δ-preclosed-compact, then Y is nearly countably compact. 
 
Proof.  Let }:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular open cover of Y.  Since f is -),( spre−δ  

continuous, then }:)({ 1 IVf ∈− αα   is a δ-preclosed cover of X.  Since X is δ-preclosed-
compact, there exists a finite subset 0I  of I such that }.:)({ 0

1 IVfX ∈∪= − αα   Thus, 
we have }:{ 0IVY ∈∪= αα  and Y is nearly compact. 
The proofs of (2) and (3) can be obtained similarly. 
 
Definition 17.  A space X said to be 
 
(1)  mildly δ-pre-compact if every δ-preclopen cover of X has a finite subcover, 

(2)  mildly countably δ-pre-compact if every δ-preclopen countable cover of X has a 
finite subcover, 

(3)  mildly δ-pre-Lindelof if every δ-preclopen cover of X has a countable subcover. 
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Theorem 18.  Let YXf →:  be a -),( spre−δ continuous surjection.  Suppose 
that  f  is a δ-almost continuous function.  Then 
 
(1)  If X is mildly δ-pre-compact, then Y is nearly compact and S-closed. 

(2)  If X is mildly countably δ-pre-compact, then Y is nearly countably compact and 
countably S-closed. 

(3)  If X is mildly δ-pre-Lindelof, then Y is nearly Lindelof and S-Lindelof. 
 
Proof.   (1)  Let .)(YRCV ∈  Then since f is -)pre,( s−δ continuous and δ-almost 
continuous, )(1 Vf −  is δ-preopen and δ-preclosed in X and hence )(1 Vf −  is δ-preclopen. 

Let }:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular closed cover of Y.  Then }:)({ 1 IVf ∈− αα  is a                      
δ-preclopen cover of X and since X is mildly δ-pre-compact, there exists a finite              
subset 0I  of I such that  }.:)({ 0

1 IVfX ∈∪= − αα   Since f  is surjective, we obtain 
}.:{ 0IVY ∈∪= αα   This shows that Y is S-closed. 

It can be obtained similarly that Y is nearly compact. 
The other proofs can be obtained similarly. 
 

Recall that for a function ,: YXf →  the subset YXXxxfx ×⊂∈ }:))(,({  is 
called the graph of  f  and is denoted by ).( fG  
 
Definition 18.  A graph )( fG  of a function YXf →:  is said to be 
 
(1) -),( spre−δ closed if for each ),(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a δ-preopen set 

U in X containing x and ),( yYSOV ∈  such that ,)())(( ∅=∩× fGVclU  
(2)  δ-pre-regular-closed if for each ),(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a δ-preopen set 

U in X containing x and ),( yYROV ∈  such that .)()( ∅=∩× fGVU   
 
Lemma 4.  The following properties are equivalent for a graph )( fG  of a function  f: 
 
(1)  )( fG  is -),( spre−δ closed; 

(2) for each ),(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a δ-preopen set U in X containing              
x and ),( yYSOV ∈  such that ;)()( ∅=∩ VclUf  

(3) for each ),(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a δ-preopen set U in X containing             
x and ),( yYRCF ∈  such that .)( ∅=∩ FUf  

 
Proof.  (1)⇒(2):  It is an immediate consequence of definition of -),( spre−δ closed 
graph and the fact that for any subsets XA ⊂  and ∅=∩×⊂ )()(, fGBAYB  if and 
only if .)( ∅=∩ BAf  
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(2)⇒(3):  It follows from the fact that )()( YRCVcl ∈  for any ).(YSOV ∈  
(3)⇒(1):  It is obvious since every regular closed set is semi-open and closed. 
 

Theorem 19.  If YXf →: is -),( spre−δ continuous and Y is weakly Hausdorff, 
)( fG  is δ-pre-regular-closed graph in .YX ×  

 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is weakly Hausdorff.  Let ),(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  then 

.)( yxf ≠   Since Y  is weakly Hausdorff, there exist )(YRCF ∈  such that Fxf ∈)(  
and .Fy ∉   Since f is -)pre,( s−δ continuous, there exists a δ-preopen set U in X 
containing x such that .)( FUf ⊂  Therefore, we obtain )(\ YROFYy ∈∈  and 

.)\()( ∅=∩ FYUf   This shows that )( fG  is δ-pre-regular-closed in .YX ×  
 
Theorem 20.  If YXf →:  is -),( spre−δ continuous and Y is s-Urysohn, )( fG  
is  -),( spre−δ closed graph in .YX ×  
 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is s-Urysohn.  Let ).(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  It follows that 

.)( yxf ≠   Since Y is s-Urysohn, there exist ))(,( xfYSOV ∈  and ),( yYSOW ∈  such 
that .)()( ∅=∩ WclVcl   Since f  is -)pre,( s−δ continuous, there exists a δ-preopen 
set U in X containing x such that ).()( VclUf ⊂   Therefore, ∅=∩ )()( WclUf  and 

)( fG  is -)pre,( s−δ closed in .YX ×  
 
Theorem 21.  Let YXf →:  have a -),( spre−δ closed graph.  If  f is injective, 
then  X  is .-- 1Tpreδ  
 
Proof.  Let x and y be any two distinct points of X.  Then, we have 

).(\)())(,( fGYXyfx ×∈   By Lemma 4, there exist a δ-preopen set U in X containing 
x and ))(,( yfYRCF ∈  such that ;)( ∅=∩ FUf  hence .)(1 ∅=∩ − FfU   
Therefore, we have .Uy ∉   This implies that X  is .-pre- 1Tδ  
 
Theorem 22.  Let YXf →:  have a -),( spre−δ closed graph.   If  f  is surjective, 
then  Y is weakly .2T  
 
Proof.  Let 1y  and 2y  be any distinct points of Y.  Since f  is surjective, ,)( 1yxf =  for 
some Xx ∈  and ).(\)(),( 2 fGYXyx ×∈   By Lemma 4, there exist a δ-preopen set U 
in X containing x and ),( 2yYRCF ∈  such that ;)( ∅=∩ FUf  hence .1 Fy ∉   This 
implies that Y is weakly .2T  
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Definition 19.  A space X is called δ-preconnected provided that X is not the union of 
two disjoint nonempty δ-preopen sets. 
 
Theorem 23.  If YXf →:  is -),( spre−δ continuous surjection and X is                          
δ-preconnected, then Y is connected. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is not connected space.  There exist nonempty disjoint open sets 

1V  and 2V  such that .21 VVY ∪=   Therefore, 1V  and 2V  are clopen in Y.  Since f  is             
-)pre,( s−δ continuous, )( 1

1 Vf −  and )( 2
1 Vf −  are δ-preopen in X.  Moreover, )( 1

1 Vf −  
and )( 2

1 Vf −  are nonempty disjoint and ).()( 2
1

1
1 VfVfX −− ∪=   This shows that X         

is not δ-preconnected.  This contradicts that Y is not connected assumed. Hence, Y  is 
connected. 
 
Definition 20.  A topological space is called 
 
(1)  δ-pre-ultra-connected if every two non-void δ-preclosed subsets of X intersect, 

(2)  hyperconnected [25] if every open set is dense. 
 
Theorem 24.  If X is δ-pre-ultra-connected and YXf →:  is -),( spre−δ  

continuous and surjective, then Y is hyperconnected. 
 
Proof.  Assume that Y  is not hyperconnected.  Then there exists an open set V such that 
V is not dense in Y.  Then there exist disjoint non-empty regular open subsets 1B  and 2B  
in Y, namely ))(int( Vcl  and ).(\ VclY   Since f is (δ-pre,s)-continuous and onto, by 
Theorem 1, )( 1

1
1 BfA −=  and )( 2

1
2 BfA −=  are disjoint non-empty δ-preclosed 

subsets of X.  By assumption, the δ-pre-ultra-connectedness of X implies that 1A  and 2A  
must intersect.  By contradiction, Y is hyperconnected. 
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